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Abstract 
We provide a simple and transparent construction of Hrushovski’s strongly minimal fusions in 
the case where the fused strongly minimal sets are vector spaces. We strengthen Hrushovski’s 
result by showing that the strongly minimal fusions are model complete. 
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A longstanding conjecture of Zil’ber posits that any non-locally modular strongly 
minimal theory is biinterpretable with an algebraically closed field. In [5], Hrushovski 
retites this conjecture by constructing new strongly minimal sets from pairs of existing 
strongly minimal sets using the technique of fusion. In this paper, we provide a simpler, 
more transparent construction in the special case where the fused strongly minimal sets 
are vector spaces. The simplification is not due only to the specialization to a particular 
case. Most of the work is, in fact, carried out in the fully general setting. Indeed, it 
is a consequence of Theorem 3.4 of this paper that the new strongly minimal theories 
arrived at in [5] are actually model complete. We will treat the relationship between 
this paper and [5] in more detail in the final remarks at the end of the paper. We begin 
by describing the notion of fusion and outlining the structure of this paper. 
Fix strongly minimal theories Tl and T2 in disjoint (over equality) languages L1 
and LZ in which the respective theories are model complete. The goal is to find a 
model complete, strongly minimal completion T of Tl U T2 in the language LI U Lz. 
In the broadest terms, the technique used is the following: Let dl and d2 be the 
dimensions associated with algebraic closure in models of Tl and T2, respectively. 
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A fusion is a model N of T, U T2 on whose finite subsets the function d(X) = 
min{dt (X’) + dz(X’) - IX’1 : X C X’ c N, X’ finite} is well defined and non-negative. 
This class is first order, and on any of its elements, the relation of d-dependence 
given by 
a is d-dependent on X iff d({a} U X’) = d(X’) for some finite X’ GX 
induces a pregeometry. Our goal is to find a completion of the theory of the class of 
fusions with infinite models and on each of whose models this pregeometry coincides 
with the pregeometry induced by algebraic losure and satisfies the strong homogeneity 
condition that any bijection of d-bases extends to an isomorphism of models. Such a 
theory is necessarily strongly minimal. The particular theory found will also be model 
complete. 
In Sections 1 and 2, we define the class of fusions described above for arbitrary 
strongly minimal T, and T2 in suitable disjoint languages and develop those tools 
necessary to work with them that depend only on geometry and a bit of the model 
theory of strongly minimal theories (as opposed to the model theory of fusions, which 
is treated in subsequent sections). Specifically, Section 1 is a brief treatment of abstract 
structures (G, do), where do : {X : X Cc, G} -+ JV satisfies certain dimension axioms, 
and Section 2 analyzes fusions as special cases (setting do(X) = dl(X) + d,(X) - 1x1) 
of such structures. [Note: The material of these two sections appears also in [4], 
where the theory of fusions of arbitrary strongly minimal Tl and T2 is worked out 
more thoroughly. We have reproduced here most of the short proofs of Section 1 to 
familiarize the reader with the basic tools involved, but have omitted most of the longer 
proofs of Section 2, which are routine inductive applications of those tools.] 
In Section 3 we reduce the problem of finding a strongly minimal fusion (again, in 
the general context) to that of finding a first order class X of fusions possessing the 
following properties (where for M C N, “M is strong in N” means that d as calculated 
in M coincides with d as calculated in N on subsets of M; “A4’ is a primitive extension 
of M” means, roughly, that M’ is a smallest possible strong extension of M in which 
M is d-closed, and “‘M is d-closed for Xx” means that M is d-closed in any extension 
to another element of X). 
Property A. If X C N E x then there are N’ E AC and X’ such that X’ is strong in 
N’ and X’ realizes tpt, (X; 0) U tp,, (X; 0). 
Property B. In any element of x d-closure is contained in algebraic closure. 
Property C. Every element of SC embeds in an element of 2? that is d-closed for AC 
Property D. For any M, N E 3Y with M strong in N and any primitive extension 
M’ E $Y of M, there is a strong extension K E x of N that embeds M’ ouer M. 
Property E. The d-closed for L% elements of L%? form an elementary class. 
Specifically, we prove (Theorem 3.4) that if X is an elementary class of fusions 
possessing Properties A-E, then d-closure and algebraic losure coincide on d-closed 
for X elements of X and the theory of infinite, d-closed for X elements of .X is a 
complete, strongly minimal model companion of the theory of X. 
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In Section 4 we finally turn to the vector space setting, where we find a class (actu- 
ally, a family of classes) possessing Properties A-E. First, we find formulas cp(X; G), 
called 2-codes, describing primitive extensions: If M is strong in N, then an extension 
K of M in N is primitive if and only if it is generated over M as a fusion by a finite 
set X, some enumeration of which is a solution of cp(X; E) for some %-code cp(X; W) 
and E from A4. Next, we fix a function p from the set of 2-codes into the natural 
numbers satisfying I = p(cp(X; W)) > length(x). For any such p let L%$ be the class 
of models of 
1. the theory of fusions and 
2. for each 2-code cp(X; W), an axiom stating that there do not exist Xi,.. . , Xr(q)+l, 
each with distinct coordinates and whose ranges are pairwise disjoint, such that there 
is some ii, such that q(Zi; ti) holds for i = l,...,p((p)+ 1. 
We show that each class & possesses Properties A-D. 
Finally, we show that if p satisfies the additional constraint of being finite to one 
(modulo a natural, harmless equivalence relation on 2-codes), then the subclass of 
d-closures for $$ is elementary, giving us Property E. 
1. The abstract setting 
Notational conventions: For sets X and Y, ‘X Cc,, Y” means ‘X is a finite subset 
of Y”. We abbreviate X U Y U mg(j) by Xyy. 
First, recall the definition of a pregeometry. 
Definition 1. A pregeometry is a set G together with a dependence relation cl : 9(G) + 
S(G) satisfying the following axioms. 
Al. cl(X) = u{cZ(X’): X’ &,X} 
A2. x s cl(X) 
A3. cZ(cZ(X)) = cl(X) 
A4. If a ~cl(Xb) and a @cl(X), then bEcZ(Xa). 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the elementary properties of pregeome- 
tries and with their associated notions of independence and basis. By the dimension 
function of (G,cZ), we mean the function on B(G) giving, for any X s G, the (nec- 
essarily unique) cardinality of a basis for cl(X). This dimension function d satisfies 
axioms Bl-B3 of Fact 1.1 below. Conversely, any such dimension function yields a 
pregeometry as follows. 
Fact 1.1. Suppose that d: {X: X &, G} -+ M satisjes the axioms 
Bl. d(X) < 1x1 
B2. d(XY) + d(X n Y) < d(X) + d(Y) 
B3. XC Y + d(X) < d(Y). 
Then the function d: 9(G) --+ Cardinals given by 
a E cl(X) ifs 3x0 &,X d(aXo) = d(Xo) 
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induces the structure of a pregeometry on G. Moreover, d is the restriction of the 
dimension function of (G,cl) to finite sets. 
In the situation described in Fact 1.1, we refer to cl as d-closure, and use d-basis, 
d-independent, etc., for the associated notions of basis and independence. 
Fix, for the remainder of this section, a pair (G, do), where G is a set and C& : {X: 
X &, G} + .A’” satisfies the following dimension axioms: 
DO. For all finite X and Y, -(X - YI d &(XY) - do(Y). 
Dl. do(X) < (XI. 
D2. d&2’) + do(X n Y) G do(X) + cio( Y). 
Throughout, all sets named are subsets of G. 
Definition 2. For X Cs, U, d(X; U) = min{h(X’): X GX’ &s,, U}. 
Fact 1.2. For any U, d(.; U) satisfies the dimension axioms Bl-B3 of Fact 1.1. 
Proof. Bl and B3 are trivially true. For B2, let X, Y ss, U. Find X’, Y’ Cc, U with 
X 5 X’, Y C Y’ and do(X’) = d(X), &(Y’) = d(Y). Since XY g X’Y’ and X n 
Y C X’ n Y’, we have d(XY) < do(X’Y’) and d(X n Y) < do(X’ n Y’). Thus, 
d(XY) + d(X n Y) 4 do(X’Y’) + dO(X’ n Y’) 
< do(X’) + d,,( Y’) = d(X) + d(Y). El 
By Fact 1.1, d(.; U) induces on U the structure of a pregeometry, whose associated 
dimension function, an extension of d(.; U) to all of 9( U), we again denote by d(.; U). 
We may harmlessly replace the expressions “d(.; U)-closed” and “d(.; U)-independent” 
by, respectively, “d-closed in U” and “d-independent in U”. 
Note that by definition of d, for any finite X s U, there is some finite Y with 
X C Y C U and do(Y) = d(X; U). Necessarily, for any such Y, also do(Y) = d(Y; U). 
Definition 3. For X finite, Y arbitrary, &(X/Y) = min{do(XY’) - do(Y’): Y’ & Y}. 
The minimum in the definition just made exists and is bounded below by -IX - YI 
by DO. In case Y is finite do(X/Y) = do(XY) - do(Y), by D2. 
Fact 1.3. Let VI c U,. The following are equivalent: 
(1) For all Xc VI, d(X; VI) = d(X; Uz). 
(2) For all X cZfin U,, there is Y Len U, with XC Y and do(Y) = d(X; U2). 
(3) For all Y &, UZ, do(Y/Ul) > 0. 
Further, if UI is finite, (l)-(3) are equivalent to 
(4) do(W) = 4U1; U2)* 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is straightforward. Suppose that (1) holds. 
We prove (3). Let Y &s, U2. Find 2 Cs,, U, suthciently large such that Y n VI 2 2 and 
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dc(Y/Ui) = &(Y/Z). We may further choose Z such that do(Z) = d(Z; UI) = h(Z; UZ). 
Then ds( Y/U1 ) = &( Y/Z) = ds( YZ) - do(Z) = do( YZ) - d(Z; U2) 2 0, as desired. 
Now suppose that (3) holds. We prove (2). Fix X G Ul. Find Z CC” U2 such that 
X c Z and do(Z) = d(X; U,). By (3), d(X; U2) = do(Z) 2 do(Zf~ VI). But X C Zfl Ul, 
SO d(X; U2) G &(Zn U,), SO that do(Zn Ul) = d(X; U2). Take Y = Zfl Ul to get (2). 
For (1) + (4), it suffices to note that for Ul finite, do( U, ) = d( VI ; Ul ). For (4) + 
(3), suppose that do(Q) = d(Ul; U2), and let Y Cs, UZ. Then do(YUl) 2 d(l.4; U2) = 
do( Ul), so do(X/Ul) 2 0, as desired. 0 
Definition 4. For Ul C U2, we say that VI is strong in Uz, and write Ul < UZ, if any 
of the equivalent conditions of Fact 1.3 holds. 
Fact 1.4. (1) d is transitive. 
(2)xcu,Y<u+-XnYgY. 
(3)X&YGZ,X<Z*X<Y. 
Proof. Part (1) is obvious using equivalence (1) of 1.3, part (3) using equivalence 
(3). For (2), suppose that X < U and Y C U. Let Z Cs, Y. Then do(Z/Z n (X n Y)) = 
do(Z/Z nx) 2 0, since X G U. Thus, X n Y d Y. 0 
Fact 1.5. For X G U, there is a unique smallest X’ with X LX’ 6 U. Zf X is jnite, 
so is X’. 
Proof. First, consider the case where X is finite. Suppose that X g Xi csn U with 
do(Xi) = d(X), i = 1,2. It suffices to show that dc(Xi (7x2) G d(X), since Xl nx, >X 
gives the reverse inequality. Since X G X1X2, we must have &(X,X2) 2 d(X) = &,(X1 ). 
Thus, by D2 for do, 
0 G do(xlx2) - do(xl) G do(x2) - do(z nx2) = 4X) - d0V1 n&h 
so that u&(X1 n X2) < d(X). 
If X is infinite, we may clearly take X’ to be the union over all finite Y C X of the 
smallest Y’ with Y & Y’ 6 U. q 
Fact 1.6. Let Ul & U2. Zf UI is d-closed in U2 then Ul < U2. More strongly, Ul 
is d-closed in U2 if and only if do( W/U,) > 0 for all W Cc” U2 with Wg U1. Put 
otherwise, x is in the d-closure of Ul in U:! if and only if there is finite W C U2 with 
XEW anddo(W/U1)<O. 
Proof. Throughout, d abbreviates d(.; U2). We prove the weaker statement first. Sup- 
pose that Ul is d-closed in U2 and let X c U,. Find Y csn U2 with X c Y and d(Y) = 
do(Y) = d(X). Since X G Ul, by d-closure of Ul in U2, we must have Y C U,. 
Now we prove the stronger statement. Suppose that Ul is d-closed in U2 and let 
W Gfi, U2, with do( W/U,) < 0. We show that W C UI. Find Y <s,, Vi sufficiently large 
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such that W fl U, L Y and do( W/Y) = do( W/U,). Since Ui < U2, also Y d U2, so 
do(Y) = d(Y). Thus, 
Thus, d( W/Y) = 0, whence by d-closure of VI in U2, W C Ul. 
Conversely, suppose that VI is not d-closed in 172. Then there are x E U2 - VI and 
X &s, U, such that d(xX) = d(X). Find W &, U2 with xX & W and do(W) = d(xX). 
Then 
do(w/u,) <do(W/WnU1)=do(W)-do(WnUl)=d(xX)-do(Wnul) 
$ d(xX) - d(X) = 0, 
as desired. 0 
The following easily proved fact will be used repeatedly in the sequel. 
Fact 1.7. (1) If X < U, Y C& U and do( Y/X) = 0, then XY < U. 
(2) ZfX < U, Y1, Y2 SC,, U with Yl n Y2 LX and a$(Yl/X) = &(YJX) = 0 then 
do( Y, Y,/X) = 0 and XYl Y, < U. 
Definition 5. Let U 2 V, 0 # Y &, V. We say that Y is primitive over U if 
(1) do( Y/U) = 0, and 
(2) for all Y’G Y with 0 # Y’ # Y do(Y’/U) > 0 (in particular, Y n U = 0). 
Easily, 
Lemma 1.8. (1) Zf Y is primitive over U, then U G UY. 
(2) If Y is primitive over U, Z is jinite, do(Z/U) = 0 and U < UZY, then Y 2 Z 
or Y is primitive over UZ (whence disjoint from Z). In particular, if Y and Y’ are 
primitive over U and U < UYY’, then Y = Y’ or Y n Y’ = 0. 
Lemma 1.9. Fix Z and X with X minimal such that Xg Z and do(X/Z) < 0. Then 
either X is a singleton with do(X/Z) = -1 or X is primitive over Z. 
Proof. Note that by minimality of X, X fl Z = 0. If do(X/Z) = 0 then the minimality 
condition on X immediately gives us that X is primitive over Z, so suppose that 
do(X/Z) -C 0. Let x~X. By DO, 
0 > do(X/.Z) = do(x/ZX - {x}) + do(X - {x)/Z) B - 1 + do(X - {x)/Z), 
so that 0 3 do(X - {x)/Z). Again by minimality, X - {x} = 0, that is, X = {x}. Also, 
0 > do(x/Z) 2 - 1, that is, do(X/Z) = - 1. Cl 
Immediately, we have the following equivalence. 
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Corollary 1.10. Let U C V. The following are equivalent: 
1. U is d-closed in V. 
2. V contains no subsets primitive over U and no singletons {x} with d&/U)= - 1. 
Note that if U < V, Corollary 1.10 and Fact 1.7( 1) give that the d-closure of U in 
V is the closure of U in V under extension by primitives. 
Remark. For some perspective on the strength of axioms DO-D2, we refer the reader 
to, e.g., [6], which deals with structures (G,do) satisfying only Dl and D2, and [ 1-3, 
71, all of which deal with structures with weak dimension functions satisfying slightly 
different sets of axioms. 
2. General facts about fusions 
Fix, throughout this section and the next, theories z and T2 in disjoint (over equality) 
languages Li and Lz such that for rc = 1,2, T, is the theory of algebraically closed 
subsets of a complete, model complete and strongly minimal theory T,‘“f. (Unless TFf 
is locally finite, T, = T:f.) 
Definition 6. 
1. For rr = 1,2, acl, denotes algebraic closure with respect to & and d, its dimension. 
2. For X a finite subset of a model of TI U T2 put 
do(x) = 4(X) + 4(x) - IPI. 
In general, do may take negative values. We restrict our attention to the class of 
models of TI U T2 on which do is nonnegative. 
Definition 7. A model N of Tl U T2 is a fusion of its reducts to L1 and L2 if do(X) Z 0 
for all X Gsn N. We let 9 denote the class of fusions of models of T, and T2. 
It is easily deduced that F is in fact a first order class. 
Conventions: Unless otherwise noted, A4, K, N and subscripted variants thereof are 
always to be taken as fusions and U,X, Y, Z as subsets of fusions. If we write M & N, 
then A4 is meant to be a substructure of N. Note that by model completeness of Tf 
and qinf, this implies that if M c N, then M is both acll and acI2 closed in N. 
Let N be a fusion and X C N. Fix n E { 1,2}. By model completeness of yf, X is 
a model of T, if and only if X is acZ,-closed (i.e. d,-closed) in N. Putting rc = 1 and 
rc = 2 together, we get that X is a model of TI U T2 (i.e. X is a fusion) if and only if 
X is both acli-closed and aclz-closed in N. It is natural, if either of these equivalent 
conditions holds, to call X a subfision of N. We extract this notion in a definition: 
Definition 8. A subfusion of a fusion N is a substructure of N that is again a fusion, 
or, equivalently, a substructure of N that is both acll- and aclz closed in N. 
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There is a natural notion of generation here: 
Definition 9. For X C N, the subfusion of N generated by X, denoted [Xl, is the 
smallest subset of N that is both acll- and aclz-closed in N. Alternatively, [X] is the 
smallest subfusion of N containing X. 
Trivially, for any NE 9, do : {X : X Cc, N} -+ JV satisfies the dimension axioms 
DO-D2, so we may lift Section 1 wholesale. Evidently, if A4 is a subfusion of N, then 
on finite subsets of M, &, as calculated in M agrees with do as calculated in N. Notice 
that do(*/.) takes the following easily calculable form: 
d,,(X/Y) = dl(X/Y) + d,(X/Y) - IX - YI. 
Now [X] can be got from X by alternately closing under acll and acl2 countably 
often. For any set Y, it is easily seen that for each rc, acl,(Y) is contained in the 
d-closure of Y. In view of the iterative construction of [X] just described and transitivity 
of d-closure, induction immediately gives us the following: 
Lemma 2.1. For X C N, [X] is contained in the d-closure of X in N. 
In general, for XC N, [X] is not determined up to isomorphism by the elementary 
diagrams of X in Li and L2. However, in case X < N, there is only one possibility 
for the isomorphism type of [X] over X. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that X < N, X’ < N’ and o : X + X’ is a partial Ll- 
elementary and Ls-elementary map. Then o extends to an isomorphism 8: [X] --) [X’] 
(where, of course, [X] is taken in N and [X’] in N’). 
Proof. Easily, for any subset Y of a fusion, Y < aclt (Y) if and only if acll( Y) - Y is 
d2-independent over Y (and symmetrically in the subscripts 1 and 2). Extend cr to any 
L1 -isomorphism o’ : acl, (X) -+ acll(X’). Since X < N and X’ < N’, acll(X) - X is 
dz-independent over X, as is acll(X’) -X’ over X’, by the remark made just above. 
Thus, cr’ is a partial L2-elementary map. By Fact 1.7( 1) again acll(X) < N and 
acll(X’) < N’. Iterate countably often, alternating between acll and a&, to arrive 
at the desired 8. 0 
In fact, in case X < N, [X] is exactly that part of the d-closure of X in N that is 
determined by the L1 and L2 elementary diagrams of X. We have, moreover, by Fact 
1.7 and induction, that 
Lemma 2.3. Zf X < N then [Xx] < N. 
Definition 10. If M < K = [MY] with Y primitive over M, we call K a primitive 
extension of M. 
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The next fact is a simple application of Fact 1.7 and Lemma 1.8. 
Fact 2.4. Suppose that M < N. 
1. If Y &,,, N -M is primitive over M, then MY < [MY], so that [MY] is a primitive 
extension of M. 
2. If M’ is a primitive extension of M in N, then M’ < N. 
3. If Y and Y’ are primitive over M, then Y = Y’ or [MY] II [MY’] = M. 
4. If M C_ K < N and N’ is a primitive extension of M in N then N’ C K or 
N’nK=M. 
We shall need the following two existence results. The proof of Lemma 2.5 is a 
straightforward application of the Robinson Consistency theorem. The amalgamation 
Lemma 2.6 follows from Lemma 2.5 and the fact that we can take free amalgams 
separately in Lt and L2. (Contrast Proposition 4.11, whose proof contains the only use 
of this fact, where we must work hard to amalgamate in the class %$.) 
Lemma 2.5. Let X be a variable of possibly infinite length and let p,(X), pz(X) be 
complete L1 and L2 types over 0, respectively. Suppose that for every finite subvariable 
X’ of X, nl + n2 - l(z) > 0, where n, = &(j’) for some (any) realization J’ of 
p&‘). Then there are a fusion N and a realization 3 of PI(X) U pz(X) in N such 
that jj < N. 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that M < N and M < N’ with N n N’ = M. Then there is K 
containing N and N’ such that K = [NN’], N < NN’, N’ < NN’ and NN’ < K. 
3. A general scheme for finding strongly minimal fusions 
Fix X a non-empty elementary class of fusions that is closed under subfusions. 
Definition 11. 
l An element N of X is d-closed for X if N is d-closed in any extension to an 
element of 3”. 
l D(X) is the (possibly empty) class of elements of X that are d-closed for Xx. 
Now consider the following properties, which the class X may or may not 
possess. 
Property A. Zf X G NE x then there are N’ E A!” and X’ such that X’ 6 N’ and X’ 
realizes tpL, (X; 0) U tpL2(X; 0). 
Property B. In any element of %, d-closure is contained in algebraic closure. 
Property C. For every element M E G~C, there is N E D(y) with M C N. 
Property D. For any M, N E .?C with M < N and any primitive extension M’ E .%C of 
M, there is a strong extension K EX of N that embeds M’ over M. 
Property E. D(x) is an elementary class. 
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We will show that if X has Properties A-E, then d-closure and algebraic closure 
coincide on elements of D(X) and the theory of infinite elements of D(X) is a 
complete, strongly minimal model companion of the theory of Xx. 
Lemma 3.1. Zf X has Property A, then in order that an element M of X be 
d-closed for X, it sujfices that M be d-closed in any strong extension to an element 
of X. 
Proof. Suppose that A4 is not d-closed for X, say M 2 N E X and M is not d-closed 
in N. Then there is Y C_ N - M, with Y primitive over M. By Property A, there are 
N’ E .X and M’Y’ < N’ realizing tpL, (MY; 0) U tpL,(MY; 0). Now M’ N M, M’ < N’ 
and M’ is not d-closed in N’. 0 
Remark. By the lemma, if X has Property A, ME X and M is not d-closed for X, 
then there is a primitive extension of M in X. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that .X has Properties A and D. 
( 1) Zf N E D(X), M C N and M is d-closed in N then M E D(X). 
(2) Suppose that a : KI + K2 is an isomorphism and Ki < Ni E D(X) with 
d(Ni/Ki) = 0 fir i = 1,2. Then a extends to an isomorphism from Nl to N2. 
Proof. (1): Suppose that N E D(X), A4 & N and M $ D(X). We show that A4 is 
not d-closed in N. If A4 6 N, then we are done, so suppose that M < N. By the 
remark preceding this lemma, there is M’ E X a primitive extension of M. By 
Property D and the fact that N is d-closed for X, M’ embeds in N over M. But 
then the embedded copy of M’ is in the d-closure of M in N, so M was not d-closed 
in N. 
(2): We show that unless K1 = N, and K2 = N2, a can be extended to an isomor- 
phism of primitive extensions K: and Kl of K1 and K2 in Nt and Nz. The result then 
follows by induction, upon noting that K; $ Ni again and that < Ni is preserved by 
unions of chains. So suppose, without loss of generality, that K1 # Nl. Let Ki be a 
primitive extension of K1 in Nt. By Property D, there is a strong extension K of N2 
and an embedding a’ of K{ into K over K2 extending a. But N2 is d-closed for X, 
so we must have a’(Ki) C N2. Set Ki = a(K,‘). 0 
Corollary 3.3. Suppose that X has Properties A and D. 
(1) Any bijection of d-bases for elements of D(X) extends to an isomorphism. 
(2) ZfM,N ED(X), K = 8 or KEX, K < M, K <N and d(M/K) < d(N/K), then 
M embeds in N over K. 
Proof. We first prove (1). Let N, N’ E D(X) and let X and X’ be d-bases for N and 
N’, respectively. Suppose that a : X -+ X’ is a bijection. By Lemma 2.2, we have 
that a extends to an isomorphism of [X] and [X’]. Since X < N and X’ < N’, also 
[X] < N and [X’] <N’. Apply (2) of Lemma 3.2. 
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(2): Let X be a d-basis for M over K, and Y C N be d-independent in N over K 
with IYJ = 1x1. Let 0: X --) Y be any bijection. Then a extends to an isomorphism 
of [KX] and [KY] over K. By (1) of Lemma 3.2, the d-closure M’ of [KY] in N is 
in D(x). Necessarily, [KX] < M and [KY] < M’, so the isomorphism a extends to 
an isomorphism a: M -+ M’ by (2) of Lemma 3.2. 0 
Theorem 3.4. If X has Properties A-E, then d-closure and algebraic closure coincide 
on elements of D(x) and the theory of infinite elements of D(x) is a complete, 
strongly minimal model companion of the theory of SC. 
Proof. First, we prove model completeness of the theory of infinite elements of D(x). 
That the theory is a model companion of the theory of %!’ then follows from Property C. 
Suppose that MO and Ml are infinite models of the theory of D(x), whence, 
by Property E, they are elements of D(x), and that MO C MI. We show that 
MO + MI. Property B gives us that MO has elementary extensions of arbitrarily large 
dimension. (Algebraic closures are small, so large models have large dimension.) In 
particular, there is an elementary extension M7, of MO of dimension over MO at least 
that of MI. Since MO is d-closed for x, MO is d-closed, hence strong, in both MI 
and M2. By (2) of Corollary 3.3, we may assume MI GMT. Iterate, to get a chain 
MoCM,&M2&...cMk&... of elements of D(Z) with Mz,, 4 M2,,+2 and Mz,,+i + 
M2,,+3 for each n 2 0. By the Elementary Chain theorem, MO and MI have a common 
elementary extension (namely, the union of the chain), so that MO + MI. 
For completeness, now, it suffices to note that if M and N are models of the theory 
of D(x), hence elements of D(x), then by Corollary 3.3(2), either M embeds in N 
or N embeds in M. 
By Property E and Corollary 3.3( 1) every bijection of d-bases for models of the 
theory of D(x) extends to an isomorphism. This immediately gives us that algebraic 
closure is contained in d-closure and, using Property B again, that the theory is strongly 
minimal. 0 
4. Constructing a strongly minimal fusion of vector spaces 
In this section, T, is the theory of vector spaces over a division ring Fz in the 
language L, consisting of a binary function for addition, a constant for zero and, for 
each element of F,, a unary function to be interpreted as scalar multiplication of a 
vector by that element. The languages L1 and L2 are taken to be disjoint over {=}. 
Note that in the current context, acl, is just F,-linear span, and d, is just F,-linear 
dimension. 
Our aim in this section is to find a nonempty elementary class %’ that is closed 
under subfusions and has Properties A-E of the previous section. (Actually, we will 
find a family of such classes.) 
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We shall need, along the way, to do a bit of linear algebra on fusions both as 
Fi vector spaces and as F2 vector spaces, so before going further, we establish some 
notational conventions and recall a few facts from linear algebra. 
Fix a vector space V over some division ring F. Denote F-linear dimension in V 
by dim and F-linear span by span. If A = (au) is an m x n matrix over F, by null(A), 
we mean the maximum dimension (in any vector space over F) of a solution of the 
homogeneous system fi = 6. We shall use the following facts: 
Fact 4.1. 1. If A is an m x n matrix over F, X c V and ?i an m-tuple of ele- 
ments of span(X), then for any n-tuple t? of elements of V satisfying Ae? = a, 
dim(e?/X) G null(A). 
2. Zf X C V and d is an n-tuple of elements of V with dim(g/X) = k, then there are 
m, an m x n matrix A over F with null(A) = k and ci an m-tuple from span(X) such 
that AE = a. In this case, tf a E span(X) and ~1x1 + ’ . . + a,,~, = a is any equation 
satisjed by 2, then the equation must be F-linearly dependent on the equations of 
A_? = a. In particular, tf also A’; = a’, where null(A’) = k and a’ is from span(X), 
then the systems A.? = a and A’2 = a’ are equivalent. 
3. Let X G V, a be an m-tuple from span(X), A an m x n matrix over F and e 
an m-tuple from V with AC = a and dim(g/X) = null(A). Fix a partition X1%2 of 
x = (Xl,..., x,,) into two nonnull variables Xl = (xi,, . , , ,xi,), X2 = (Xi,, . . . ,xi,) with 
ik and jt increasing. Let A1 and A2 be m x r and m x s matrices AI and A2 such 
that Af = Alxl + A2i2. Then for el = (ei,,. . .,ei,), e;! = (ej,, . . . ,ej$), dim(&/&X) = 
null(Al ). 
Note that by minimizing m in Fact 4.1(2), A can be found with F-linearly indepen- 
dent rows. 
Now we return to the context of fusions of vector spaces. Our first task is to describe 
the syntactic notion corresponding to the semantic one of a set primitive over a fusion. 
We do so in the following definition, and verify the correspondence in Proposition 4.2 
below. 
Definition 12. Let A be a p x n matrix with coefficients in Fl and B be a q x n matrix 
with coefficients in F2. For X, fi, t7 variables of length n, we abbreviate the Li U L2 
formula 
(A,@_? = (6, G). 
We write (A,B) N (CD) if A is row equivalent to C over FI and B to D over F2. 
For a fixed partition of I = (xi,. , . ,x,,) into two nonnull variables Xi = (xi,, . . . ,xi, ), 
X2 = (Xj,, . . s 3 Xj? ) with ik and jr increasing, let Al and Az be the p x r and p x s 
matrices uch that 
iA_? = A$, + A2X2 
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and B1 and B2 the q x r and q x s matrices such that 
B,? = B,jt, + B2X2. 
A 2-code (of arity n) is a formula (A,B).? = (17, V) such that the rows of A and B 
are Ft, respectively FZ linearly independent and 
l null(A) + null(B) = n and 
l for any partition of _% into nonnull Xl ,& as described above, null(At ) + null(B, ) < 
Zength(xl ). 
For the sake of readability we will abbreviate (A,B)i = (t7,V) to (A,B) when no 
confusion will arise. An instance of a 2-code (A,B)_? = (i&U) ouer h4 is a formula 
(A, B)_? = (a, b), where a and ?J are n-tuples from M. 
The following definition will allow us to be much less verbose than we would 
otherwise have to be. 
Definition 13. An n-tuple (et , . . . , e,,) is proper if the ei’s are distinct. Two tuples (not 
necessarily of the same length) are disjoint if their ranges are disjoint. We abbreviate 
‘proper and pairwise disjoint’ (said of a set of tuples) by ppd. 
Proposition 4.2. Let M and N be fusions with M G N. Suppose that Y C N - M. 
Then the following hold 
1. Y is primitive over M tj” and only if M 6 MY and some (any) enumeration 
e=(el,..., e,) of Y satisjies an instance of a 2-code over M. 
2. Zf M < MY and an enumeration e = (el,. . .,e,) of Y satisfies two instances 
(A,Bp = (G,b) and (C,D)i = (E,d) of 2 -co d es over M, then the systems A? = a and 
C? = E are row equivalent over FI, as are the systems B? = b and Djl = d over F2. 
In particular, acZl(G) = &l(E) and acZz(b) = aclz(d). 
3. ZfM<N,e=(el,..., e,,)andc’=((e’ , , . . . , e:) are proper n-tuples from N - M 
and there is some instance of a 2-code over M satisjed by both e and cl, then the 
map ei ++ ei extends to an isomorphism of [Mt?] and [Mz’] over M. 
Proof. We first prove (1). Suppose that Y is primitive over M. By Fact 2.4 M < MY. 
Using Fact 4.1(2) find A a matrix over Fl with independent rows, B a matrix over F2 
with independent rows and Z,b tuples from M so that null(A) = dl(c/M), null(B) = 
dl(c/M) and C solves (A, B)z = (a, b). We show that (A, B) is a 2-code. 
First, note that 0 = do(c/M) = dl(~?/M) + dz(G/M) - Irng(e) - MI = null(A) + 
null(B) - It. Now suppose that X = Zt’Z2 is any proper partition. Note that by 
Fact 4.1(3) dt(&/&M) = nuZZ(Al) and d2(.?l/&M) = nuZZ(B1). Since Y is primi- 
tive, dO(&/M) > 0, so that 0 = do(;/M) = do(&/&M) + do(&/M) > do(&/&M) = 
dl(el/&M) + &(el/&M) - ]rng(&)] = nuZZ(Al) + nuZZ(B1) - lengfh(?l). 
Now suppose that M < MY and some enumeration C = (et,. . . ,e,) of Y satis- 
fies an instance (A, B).? = (a,&) of a 2-code over M. We show that Y is primi- 
tive over M. Now any solution S of (A, B)g = (i&b) satisfies dl(g/M) < null(A) and 
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d&7/M) < null(B), so 
0 = null(A) + nuII(B) - n > d,(g/M) + Q(.S/M) - Irng(a)l = dO(c/M). 
Since A4 6 MY, then, do(Y/M) = 0. This shows that Y satisfies the first condition of 
the definition of primitive over M. For the second, let Y’ be any proper, non-empty 
subset of Y. Let G = && partition e so that mg(&) = Y’. Using the second condition 
of the definition of 2-code, we have 
0 > null(Al) + null(B1) - length(zl) > dl(&/&M) + dz(&/&M) - Irng(&)I 
= d,,(&/&M). 
Thus, dc( Y’JM) = d,,(&,fM) = dO(g/M) - dO(d, J&M) = -L&,(&/&M) > 0. Thus, Y 
satisfies the second condition for being primitive over M as well. 
Part (2) is immediate from Fact 4.1(2). For part (3), again by Fact 4.1(2), the map 
Me + Mb fixing M and taking ei to ei is partial &-elementary and Lz-elementary, 
whence the result follows from Lemma 2.2. 0 
Definition 14. For a fixed 2-code (CD) of arity n and n-tuples 6,. . . , &, we say 
that f?i,. . .,t?k are (C,D)-equivalent, and write E(c,~j(&,&,.. . ,&) if (CD)& = 
(C,D)& = ’ ” = (c,D)&. 
We now define non-empty classes X = X, that are closed under subfusions and 
possess Properties A-D of the previous section. (We will have to constrain X further 
to get Property E.) 
Fix any function p from the set of 2-codes to the natural numbers that is invariant 
under N and permutation of variables and such that p(C,D) > aritr(C,D). 
Definition 15. .& is the class axiomatized by the theory of fusions, plus, for each 
2-code (CD), the sentence 
diiq, f f., *p(C,D)+I ppd &,d%, . . > *p(w)+1 ). 
Clearly, %, is closed under subfusions. Lemma 4.5 below (taking X to be an infi- 
nite, d-independent set) will give us that -X, not only is nonempty, but has elements 
of arbitrary dimension, We now set about establishing Properties A, C,B and D for 
X = X,. 
Definition 16. If .GE Y”, 2 G Y and both mg(z) n Z and mg(e) - Z are nonempty, we 
say that t? splits over Z. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that the proper tuple 2 satisfies an instance (A,Bp = (c7,&) 
of a 2-code and that rng(z) C UC&(Z) and rng(6) G aclz(Z). If .F splits over Z, then 
dO(;/Z) < 0. 
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Proof. Partition x = Xl’& so that 21 is disjoint from Z and & is from Z. Then 
ds(f?/Z) = ds(&/Z) = dl(&/Z) + d2(&/Z) - length(fl) 
< 4(~3/;~ii) + d2(~l/if2b) - Zength(?l) 
< null(A~ ) + nulE(B1) - length(%l ) 
<o. 0 
Corollary 4.4. Let M,N be fusions with M 2 N. The following are equivalent: 
1. M is d-closed in N. 
2. For any 2-code (A, B) and (a,b) f rom k4, there are no proper solutions of 
(A,B)% = (a,b) in N but not in M. 
Proof. Suppose that (2) holds. By Proposition 4.2( 1 ), M has no primitive extensions in 
N, hence is d-closed in N by Fact 1.10. Suppose that (2) fails. Say that E? from N, but 
not from M, satisfies (A, BP = (a, b). If 2 is from N - M, then clearly do(e/M) < 0. 
If G splits over M, then by Lemma 4.3, we get do(Z/M) < 0. In either case, M is not 
d-closed in M. q 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that X d [Xl. Zf (C, D) is a 2-code, el,. . . ,i$ E [Xln (k 2 2) 
are ppd, and E(c,o)(&,&,.. .,&), then $1,. . .,& E X”. In particular, the maximum 
size of a (C, D) equivalence class in [X] is the same as that in X. 
Proof. Since [X] is the iterative closure of X under acll and aclz, and since acZ,(X) < 
[X] = [acZ,(X)] if X < [Xl, it suffices to show that the lemma holds if the ei lie in 
acZ,(X>n for some rr. Moreover, it is enough to prove the case k = 2. So say (C, D)e = 
(C, D)f and G, / are disjoint, proper elements of a&(X)“. Fix i < n. We show that 
fi E X, whence, by the symmetry of the situation, we are done. Write f = fi-fi, 
where fi = (fi). Since X < acZ,(X), by Fact 2.3, also Xf,e f Xfe. Thus, 0 < do 
(h/Xx5). By Lemma 4.3, with (A, B) = (CD), (a,b) = (Cz,DDe) and Z =Xx& we 
must have fl E Xf2z, whence fi E X. 0 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 4.5, stated informally, is that if X < [X] then 
in order for [X] to be in &, it s&ices that p not be violated inside X. 
Corollary 4.6. Property A holcis of G$. 
Proof. Suppose that N E & and let X C N. By Lemma 2.5, there are N’ E .% and 
X’ d N’ such that X’ realizes tpL, (X; 0) u tpL,(X; 8). Since N E J$, for any 2-code 
(C, D), the maximum size of a (C, D)-equivalence class in X, hence in X’, is at most 
p(C,D). By Lemma 4.5, [X’] E &. 0 
Proposition 4.7. Property C holds of G$$. Indeed, every element of & embeds 
strongly in an element of D(xfi). 
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Proof. Let cpE, CI < K, enumerate all instances of 2-codes over A4 (up to equiva- 
lence). Say cp&E ) is an instance of (C,,D,).? = (U, 0) for each LT. We define a chain 
{&k&Z of extensions of M in Xp as follows. Set Ma = M. If p is a limit, set 
MP = Uol<B A4,. Suppose that A& has been defined. Let k, be the largest integer (nec- 
essarily Q p(C,, DoI)) such that in some extension N of A4, in Xp, there are 61,. . . , ek, 
ppd and not from A4, with Cp,(Zi) for each i and M, < IV,& . . . &,. By Property A, 
we can choose A4,+i E Xp containing such 151,. . . , ek, with M, d MO,+, . (Note that 
M cc+r may just be A4,.) Now set M’ = U,,, A4,. Then M < Ml and no strong ex- 
tension of M’ in Xp contains a new, proper realization of any instance of a 2-code 
over M. 
Iterate the construction just described to get a countable chain A4 < M’ < (M’)’ < . . . 
and set N to be the union of the chain. By design, M < N E X, and no strong 
extension of N in Xp contains a new, proper realization of any instance of a 2-code 
over N, whence by Corollary 4.4, N is d-closed in any strong extension to an element 
of X,, whence (by Lemma 3.1) N is d-closed for X1. 0 
Lemma 4.8. For any 2-code (C, D) and any n, there is m such that in any fusion 
modelling 
13liJ w, l,..., ppd &,D(~I,...,%), 
if if] ,. . . ,& are proper and distinct (not necessarily pairwise disjoint) and E(c,o) 
(G,..., t$) then k < m. In particular, if M c N E Kp and Y G N is primitive over M, 
then Y is contained in the algebraic closure of M in N. 
Proof. Suppose not, for a contradiction. By compactness, there are a fusion M mod- 
elling 13 31,. . . ,W, ppd E&G,, . . . , W, ), and an infinite set U of proper elements 
of M” such that (C, D)U = (C, D)U’ for all U, U’ E U. Let Y GM be maximal such 
that there is an infinite subset U’ of U with Y & rng(ii) for each ii E U’. Let U” 
be a maximal subset of U’ whose elements are pairwise disjoint over Y. If Y = 0, then 
U” is finite, lest we contradict ~3 WI,. . . , W, ppd Ec,~(wl,. . . , W, ). If JY] = n, then 
trivially, U” = 0. Suppose, then, that 0 < 1 Y 1 < n. Let bi, . . . , bk be distinct elements 
of U”. Then by Lemma 4.3, do(bi/bk) < 0 for each i < k, whence 0 < do(bl,. . . , bk) < 
d&/&) + . . .+do(bk_l/~k)+do(bk)$ -(k- l)+n. Thus, /U”l <n+ 1. 
By the choice of U”, the range of every element of U’ intersects the range of 
some element of U” in a set larger than Y. Since U’ is infinite and there am only 
finitely many possibilities for such intersections, there is some y $! Y such that there 
are infinitely many U E U’ with y E rng(G). But this contradicts maximality of Y. 0 
Corollary 4.9. Property B holds of X,. 
Proof. Fix N E Xp and let X c N. We show that the d-closure of X in N is contained in 
its algebraic losure in N. Trivially (and without the hypothesis NE Xp), [X] c a&(X). 
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Using Corollary 4.4 and induction, it suffices now to note that if Y is primitive over 
[Xl, then by Lemma 4.8, we have that Y C acl([X]). 0 
Lemma 4.10. Fix a fusion M and a 2-code (C,D) of arity n and let Z < M. Suppose 
that 6 , . . . ,Z,,, are ppd tuples from M such that Ecc,~)(el,&, . . . ,Z,,,) and ci splits over 
2 for each i. Then m < n. 
Proof. Write Zi = rng(ei) n Z, Wi = rng(&) - Z for each i. By Lemma 4.3, for each 
i # m, we have do( %/&+I . . W,Z) < 0. Thus, since Z < Z U U Ff$, 
0 < d,,( W, W2 . . . W,/Z) 
= do(W,/W2.. . W,Z) + f&(wz/wj.. . w,Z) +. .* + do(w,-i/w,Z) + do(K/Z) 
< -(m - 1) + do( WJZ). 
But do( W,/Z) < n - 1. Thus, m d n. 0 
Proposition 4.11. Property D ho& of &. 
Proof. Fix M, M’ and N in X, with M’ a primitive extension of M and M < N. 
Without loss of generality, M’ n N = M. Say M’ = [MJ], where J is primitive over 
M. Using Fact 2.6, find a fusion K containing N and M’ such that K = [NM’], 
N < NM’, M’ < NM’ and NM’ < K. 
If K E Xp, we are done. So suppose not. We show that there is a copy of M’ 
embedded (necessarily strongly) in N over M. There must exist a 2-code (C, D), say 
of arity n, m 1 p(C, D) and 21,. . . , Cm E K” ppd such that (C, D)el = (C, D)z2 = . . . = 
(C,Db%,. Since Nj <K = [NJ], by Lemma 4.5, in fact Gi E (Ng)” for each i. 
We claim there are jo and ji such that ejO E (N - M)” and t?j, E rng(d)“. First we 
show that such jo exists. Since Mg < NJ, by Lemma 4.10, not all of the ei’s can split 
over M& so there is either a Gi lying entirely inside N-M or one lying entirely inside 
M#. In the first case, we are done, so suppose that there is a ei lying entirely inside 
Mg. Now since [Mg] f Xfl, not all ~5’s lie inside M#, so at least one lies partly in 
N - M. Since Mg < NJ, and at least one cj is in M& by Lemma 4.3, no cj splits 
over MJ. Thus, there is t?j lying entirely inside N - M. Set je = j. 
NOW we show that there is jr with t?j, E mg(J )“. Since N E X,, not all of the t;i’s lie 
entirely in N. Since ej, E N and N d N@, none can split over N. Thus, there must be 
a cj, from rng(g)“, as desired. By Fact 2.4, mg(ej,) = mg(J). Since mg(ei,) = rng(j) 
is primitive over M, cj, satisfies an instance (A,B)z = (a, 6) of a 2-code over A4 C N. 
Since (C, D)i = (Cej,, Dei,) is another instance of a 2-code satisfied by 5j, over 
N, by Proposition 4.2, the two systems (A,B)? = (G, 6) and (C, D),? = (Cc,,,, De,,) 
are row equivalent (in each of their two components). Thus, since ei, satisfies 
(CD).% = (Cej,, Dej,), it also satisfies (A,B)? = (a,&). But then by Proposition 4.2, 
[Mejo] ziCI [MS] = M’. 0 
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Establishing Property E for special p: For this last property, we shall need an addi- 
tional condition on Jo, namely, that p is finite to one modulo m-equivalence. First, we 
prove a general definability result in the class of fusions. 
Lemma 4.12. Let (A,B) and (C,D) be 2-codes and jx Y > 1. There is a formula 
e(ii, 17) such that for any fusion M and a, b from M, we have M /= e(Z, g) if and 
only if for some (any) J primitive over M with (A,B)J = (a,b), we have Mcj /= 
Iii, I ,... ,C ppd &,D(%,...,%). 
Proof. Set k = r . arity(C, D) + arity(A, B), and let yl, . . . , yk be distinct variables. 
Suppose that M, 9, .?I , . . . ,&,, i,ci,b and X satisfy the following conditions: 
1. i and 8 are tuples from M. 
2. 8 is primitive over M with (A,B)J = (Z,b). 
3. f? I,. . .,Zr are ppd tuples from Mg such that Ec,n(dt,. . .,&). 
4. X = rng(J) U Ui rng(ei). 
5. Fz is some enumeration of X - rng(& = Ui rng(&) - rng(g). 
Note that 1x1 <k. Let cr: X-t {yt,..., yk} be any injection. For a tuple d’ = 
(dl,..., dl) from X, O(J) denotes the tuple (o(dl), . . . , a(dl)) from {yt,. . . , yk}. 
Each system 
(C, D)a(&) = (C, D)o(~~) 
is satisfied by the pair Zi and cj and may be rewritten as 
Now J satisfies each of the systems 
Since Giji and Hiji are both tuples from M and J also satisfies the 2-code (A, B)o(J) = 
(&b) over M, lest d&/M) < 0, we must have that each equation of each system 
Eijo(g) = GijJ is in the row space of the system Aa = Z, and each system &jO(J) = 
HijZ is in the row space of the system Ba@) = b. Thus, there are matrices fij over 
Fr and Qij over Fz (of appropriate size) such that 
fij6 = Gijk and e?A = Eij 
and 
Set 
e,(ii, i?) = 317 proper i$Jqjc = Gijii, A QuS = HijW), 
so that M k 0,(&i). 
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Now suppose that M’,a’,t?{, . . . , C,.‘, ft’, G’, h’,X’ also satisfy the conditions l-5 im- 
posed on IV,&&,.. ., &,h,Z,b,X above and that there is cr.‘: X’ -+ {yi,...,yk} an 
injection satisfying a’(j’) = a(&, o’(i’) = a(&) and a’(.?:) = o(6) for each i. Then, 
as above, we can find Pi and Q> for i # j such that 
F$i’ = Giji’ and CGA = Eij 
and 
Qbb’ = HijL’ and QkB = fly. 
But since the rows of A are independent, and flj/A = P$A, we must have fly = F$. 
Similarly, Qij = Q& SO that O,, = 8,‘. Now there are only finitely many choices for 
the tuple (a(g),o(h),a(Zi), . ..,a(&)). Let 01,. . ., 01 be representative OS for all these 
choices. Then set 
e(u, v) = en, (ii, v) v e,,(u, 6) v . . . v e,,(u, v). 
(If conditions l-5 cannot be satisfied, set O(U,V) to be, say, ui # ~1.) 
Now fix M’ and 5’ and g from M’ and let 8’ be primitive over M’ with (A, B)Lj’ = 
(a’,$‘). We have just shown that if ikP#’ k 3Wi, . . . ,I?, ppd Ec,~(til,.. . ,Gr) then 
M’ + O(a’,b’). For th e converse, suppose that M’ + t9(6’,b’), say M’ + &,(Z’,b’). 
We show that M’tj’ b %I,..., i+, ppd Ec,D(I&, . . . , Wr). Let Pij, Qij, Gij,Hij be the 
matrices occurring in 8, as above. Since M’ b O,(Z’,b’), there is proper i’ from M’ 
such that Ai+j(PijC’ = Gijh’ A Qij61 = Hiji’). Using the equations (A,B)J’ = (5’,6’), 
PyA = Eij and QijB = I$, we necessarily have 
for each i # j. Noting that mg(g’) n mg(i’) = 8, we let p : mg(ij’) U mg(i’) + 
mg(a(#)) U mg(a(h)) be the bijection satisfying p&J’) = o(J) and p(i’) = a(i). 
Let 2; = p-‘(o(&)) for each i. Then ‘?i:, . . . , ZL are ppd tuples from MJ’, and since 
(Eij, fly )>s’ = (Gij, Hij)Jt’, we have that (C,D)<i = (C,D)g; for i # j. THUS, Mg’ k 
3iG I,...,% ppd Ec,d~l,...,%). q 
Now suppose that p is finite to one modulo --equivalence. Fix (A,B) a 2-code. Let 
(C,,Di), i = 1,. . . , k, be a complete set of representatives for all w-equivalence classes 
of 2-codes (CD) with p(C,D) < p(A, B). For each i, let &(U, 6) be the formula found 
in Lemma 4.12 for (CD) = (C’,Di) and Y = p(Ci,Di) + 1. Set 
&,B = Vzi, 17 V &(U, V). 
Then for any fusion M, M /= $A,~ if and only if for all Z,b E M, there is a 2-code 
(CD) with p(C,D) < p(A, B) such that if J is primitive over M with (A, B)J = (~5, g), 
then for r = p(C,D) -I- 1, Md k Xq,. . .,I%, ppd Ec,~(tCl,.. . ,I?~). In particular, if 
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fv k h,B> then no strong extension of A4 to an element of X, can contain a new, 
proper solution to any instance of (A,& = (G, 5) over M. 
Proposition 4.13. Let p be finite to one module w-equivalence, whence for each 
2-code (A,B), I+$~,B can be found according to the remarks above. Then D(&) is ex- 
actly those elements of X, that model tiA,s for each 2-code (A,B). Hence, Property E 
holds of Xp. 
Proof. If M models each $A,B, then clearly M is d-closed for &, by the remarks 
above. For the other direction, suppose that M is d-closed for X, and fix a 2-code 
(A,B). We show that M b IJ ,Q. Let &z E M and j be a primitive over M with 
(A, B)j = (a,b). Since M is d-closed for p, by Lemma 4.5 and Property A, there are a 
2-code (CD) and ppd tuples di,. . . ,t;ll(~,~)+l from Mg such that Ec,&&, . . . ,&(c,D)+I). 
Set r = ,u(C, D) + 1. We show that r < ,n(A, B) + 1 (i.e. that p(C, D) < p(A, B)). If 
no 4 lies in M, we are done, since then r Q length(g) = arity(A, B) < p(A, B) + 1. 
So suppose that some t?i lies in M. Since M E &, there is some 5j lying partly 
in 4. By Lemma 4.3, Zj cannot split over M. Therefore, gj lies completely in S. 
Now (C, D)y = (Cei, Dzi) is an instance of a 2-code over M satisfied by cj and 
M < Mcj so in fact, ?j is primitive over M. By primitivity of J, then, up to possible 
reordering, cj = j and (C, D) N (A,B), whence, since all other & are in M and 
MEX~, r - 1 < p(C,D) = p(A,B). 0 
In summary, 
Theorem 4.14. Zf u is a function from 2-codes into the natural numbers satisfying 
l u(C,D) B arity(C,D) 
l p is invariant under N and permutation of variables 
. 
w p IS fimte to one modulo --equivalence 
then the class Xp axiomatized by 
l the theory of fusions 
l for each 2-code (CD), the sentence 
JW l,...,Wp(C,D)+i ppd &,D(% 7.. .? ~p(C,D)+l  
satisjes Properties A-E of Section 3, whence, by Theorem 3.4, the theory of injinite 
elements of D(&$) of d-closed for X, elements of X, is a complete, strongly minimal 
model companion of the theory of X,, and d-closure and algebraic closure coincide 
its elements. 
The class D( &) is axiomatized by the axioms for X, plus, for each 2-code (A, B), 
the sentence $~,s defined in the remarks following Proposition 4.12. 
Some final remarks: We address first the question of whether the simpler proof of 
this paper can be generalized, substantially unchanged, to give Hrushovski’s full result. 
Consider the general case where Ti and Tz are strongly minimal with the definable 
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multiplicity property in languages Li and L2 in which they are model complete. In this 
case, it is shown in [5] that there is a class of pairs (cpi(X; u; ), C&Z; ~72)) of Li and 
LZ formulas (2-codes) that correspond to primitive sets, i.e. that satisfy the obvious 
rewritings of Propositions 4.2 and 4.3. Finding this class takes a good deal of work, 
which we have avoided only because the choice for 2-codes is obvious in our special 
case. Assuming we have such 2-codes, the fundamental dvantage of working in the 
vector space (locally modular) case is that for any 2-code (cpi, (~2) and any parameters 
6, and &, each Zi is &definable from any single realization of qi(Z’;Gi). In general, 
for each (cpi, (p2), there is mi such that the parameters are &definable from any mi 
realizations Gi , . . . , &,, if C,,,! is generic over 21,. . . , &,,,_I. Whether the proof of this 
paper generalizes directly seems to depend on how essential a use is made of the fact 
that ltzi is always 1 in our case. To begin with, Definition 14 would have to be modified 
to read (something like) “I?], . . . , ifk are (cpi, cp2)-equivalent if and only if there is some 
instance cpi (X; 6) A cp~(Z; 6) of (cpi, (~2) satisfied by each of them”. Lemmas 4.3 and 
4.4 remain valid unchanged. Lemma 4.5 remains valid if a lower bound of ml +m:! is 
put on k. If, then, we constrain /J by making it bigger than ml + m2, we get 4.6-4.9, 
with only slightly modified proofs, and, bounding ~1 below somewhat more carefully, 
Lemma 4.3, giving us Properties A-D. 
The use of mi = 1 so permeates the proofs of the remaining property, E, that it 
will not be clear whether it can be pushed through substantially unchanged for careful 
choice of ,u until a serious attempt has been made to do so. 
We now say a few words about the relationship between our proof and that of 
[5]. As we do here, Hrushovski fixes a function p from 2-codes into JV bounding 
(uniformly in the parameters) the number of pairwise disjoint, proper realizations of 
any particular instance of a %-code, then axiomatizes a particular theory Tp of fusions 
respecting p and shows that it is complete, and strongly minimal, with d-closure and 
algebraic losure coinciding on its models. With some effort, one can recast the proof 
in [5] that Tp has the desired properties as a proof that its models are the d-closures 
for X of the class X of fusions respecting CL. (In particular, for the same choice of 
p, the theories arrived at in this paper are the same as those arrived at in [5].) An 
immediate consequence is that [5] produces model complete theories. 
The axioms for infinity in this paper replace the axiom group in [5] forcing saturated 
models to have infinite dimension. (That the weaker axioms suffice was shown in the 
proof of model completeness.) The axioms Ic/A,s of this paper forcing elementarity of 
a d-closed for X element of X (Property E) are fundamentally simpler than the 
specialization to the vector space case of the corresponding axiom group (v) of [5]. It 
is unclear whether or not it is the specialization that permits this simplification. 
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